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Iron ore is always considered one of the most valuable mineral ores globally. In countries like Brazil,
India, and Australia, the demand for iron ores is humongous. 

If you examine the iron ore mines, then one thing can be observed commonly. It is the presence of
open pits. Iron ore is mostly drilled & blasted in the form of benches. The crushed ores are loaded in
haul trucks through the help of hydraulic elevators, front-end loaders, or shovels. After loading
concludes, the ore is transported to nearest crushing plants. In the plant, the ores are crushed into
minute pieces. These crushed ores are then finely classified into various sizes according to
customer specifications.

SBM is the best manufacturer for Crusher spares. They manufacture all the three type of crushers:
primary, secondary, and tertiary. The advantage of these crushers is that they can easily size down
the large sized iron ores into smaller bits and pieces.

Primary crushers and crusher spares include PE and JC. They have the capability to crush even 1-
meter large iron ores into minute pieces. Blow Bars are also crushed through the help of these
primary crushers. These crushed ore pieces are then transferred into a secondary crusher through
the help of conveyor belt. Cone, PFW, and PF impact are some of the common types of secondary
crusher. After the secondary crushing procedure is concluded, ores are collected and sieved into
different type of grades through the help of vibrating screen. The larger remaining ore pieces are
then transferred into tertiary crusher for further crushing. Often blow bars are crushed through the
help of tertiary crusher. The output will be quite a sizeable one. This amount of crushed ore will then
be sent for grinding purpose to the stockpiles. 
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For more information on a Crusher spares, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a Blow Bars!
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